Roomscapes Guides
1. Measure your space carefully.
For a room divider, measure the span. If planning a room,
draw a floor plan showing doors, windows, and built-in
features. Measure to the nearest inch.
2. Choose the shelves.
Shelves can stand alone or connect to other shelves
and panels. Generally, you’ll have good visibility with
16" shelves for infants, 24" for toddlers, and 32" for
preschoolers. You may prefer higher shelves against a
wall, or a 48" divider for a nap area. Decide what you
want to store, and where. Then, select shelves.
3. Choose the panels.
Select panels. See “Safety and stability.“
4. Add gates or a Teacher Arch.
These need extra support. See “Safety and stability.“
A gate closes off an area while an arch suggests
a boundary.
5. Putting it all together.
• Shelves double as boundaries and display when they
are away from the wall, and can face either direction.
• When connecting shelves in a straight line, use
2 posts and a Filler. Add 2½" to your plan for
each post.
• Wall Adapters anchor posts to a wall or other
stable fixture. The bottom of the Wall Adapter
must be on the floor.
• Wings let you end a run with a panel.
• The Adjustable Panel fills odd gaps 2'–3' wide.
• Integrate Cubbies and Roomscapes with the
Roomscapes Adapter Kit.

Overwhelmed?
We are only a phone call away. Call about our free room
planning service. 800-777-4244

How Roomscapes connects
Each shelf and panel has couplings attached to the sides, so
they can be joined together using sturdy plastic posts. No
tools required!

Safety and stability
Follow these pointers for safe and stable Roomscapes
connections.
Posts
Do...

Don’t...

...match post height to the highest
piece it connects.

Panels and Arches
Do...
If using more than 2 panels in a
row, create 45º or 90º angles, add
a shelf, or use wings.
Wings come in pairs. Attach one
on each side, perpendicular to the
panel.

...exceed 56" in height.
...use 56" posts except in
Roomscapes sets configured by
Community Playthings.

Don’t...
...leave any free-standing ends.
...connect more than 2 panels in a
straight line without Roomscapes
shelves or wings.
...stack panels taller than 24" on top
of a shelf.
...use a single corner shelf at the end
of a line of panels.

Gates, Entry and Teacher Arch
Do...

Don’t...

...use at least 32" posts on both
sides (even if shelf is 24" high).

...use 16" or 24" posts.

...use at least 24" tall shelves or
panels on both sides OR a Wall
Adapter.
...connect panels at a 45º or 90º
angle to the threshold.
...connect shelves less than 3'
long at a 45º or 90º angle to the
threshold.

...use 16" shelves.
...attach the Adjustable Wall Anchor
to the tall Entry or Teacher Arch
...connect panels in a straight line.
...connect shelves less than 3' long
in a straight line.
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